The Tragedy of Julius Caesar
William Shakespeare

Unit Parts
1. Shakespeare Introduction
2. Introduction Quiz
3. Reading the text (690-793)
4. Three Quizzes (Acts I, II, and III)
5. Viewing Film
6. Classroom Discussions
7. Literary Analysis
8. Cartoon Poster

Famous “Quotes”
Create a poster display combining a quotation from the play with a current cartoon. You may work with one other person if you choose. Begin collecting comics now!

A. Collect ten quotations from “Julius Caesar”
   * identify who speaks
   * “quote”
   * citation: Act, Scene, Line (II, ii, 23-25)
B. Collect current cartoons / Use one each with the ten quotations
   * daily funny papers
   * Sunday funnies
   * single panel or whole strip
   * political cartoons
   * source and author identified!
   * cartoon should match creatively with the quote from “Julius Caesar”
C. Creative Display
   * equal contributions / names of contributors on the back
   * cartoons and quotes should be arranged in a way that is attractive to the viewer.
   * neatness counts / panache anyone?
D. Grading Rubric
   * Required number of quotes with cartoons 10
   * Correct identification of each quotation 10
   * Cartoons that match the quotation meaning 10
   * Creative display 10
   * Overall neatness / panache 10

Total Points Possible 50